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BIKE IN A HARD PLACE
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low down!” Jason stands on the bank of the Rio Chinipas,
trying to scold wisdom into my thick skull as I struggle to
maintain steerage over submerged boulders and baby
heads. Too late. It doesn’t take a Master’s in Fluid Dynamics to
guess what’s happening inside the air intake as a bow wave
breaks across the cylinders of my oil-cooled R1200GSA and
is snorted through the throttle bodies. Eight hundred fifty
pounds of man and machine gurgle to a stop, 100 feet from
shore. I slip free as hydraulic pressure from 1,000 gallons per
second force the bike beneath the surface like a reluctant
submarine. A valiant effort to keep my boots dry is now a
rescue operation on the back side of nowhere in Mexico.
Our hosts, Jason Houle and Mick Williamson, have a reputation for exploring questionable routes throughout Mexico and
the American West. A dozen riders have joined our expedition
into Copper Canyon via the most difficult navigable route
these two could find. Having experienced such crossings often
enough to know better, both now ride the liquid-cooled GS
with air intakes several inches above the older oilhead versions.
It takes more than willpower to keep an engine running when
it ingests large quantities of water, and my machine is the first
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to succumb to water boarding… others soon follow.
Jason wades in, yanks my bike upright and leans into the
task of pushing it across the current. Mick pulls up on shore
and joins the party. After a superhuman display of effort,
the big GSA stands draining onto dry ground like a wet St.
Bernard. My Spanish-speaking pal Eric Parrow wisely crosses
on a bridge I later learn was just around the bend, and heads
into the local village for some fresh oil. Mick produces oil
and air filters and Jason assists with the impromptu service
operation as I attempt to resuscitate the boxer and rejoin
the ride before the day is ruined. We finish the job in a local
garage where proper flushing agents allow us to eradicate
every drop of H20. By the time everyone has had a nice
break, we are on our way.
Ride leaders are a rare breed. Guys like Mick and Jason
present unique opportunities to adventure riders by
allowing those who think they have the chutzpah to come
along… perhaps to learn their limits or even expand them,
and maybe to become fodder for future campfire stories.
Regardless of the motive, they are great folks to have at the
helm when the ride goes south.

